Prestige Product:
Securitas Direct Alarms- Business Solution

BPI in partnership with Securitas
introduces to you a Security
Solution,
with
exclusive
conditions for BPI customers.
Take advantage of the BPI Credit
Solutions to secure the Business
Solution - The most complete
form of protection for your
company. This Business Solution
includes, besides the equipment
itself, the 36 monthly fees for the
Securitas Direct service.

2,097.36 EUR

Business Solution

Control Panel

Key reader

Magnetic Detector Shock Sensor

Photovolumetric Sensor

Siren

Deterrent Signs

ZeroVision Alarm

S.O.S Remote Control
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Electronic Keys

Offer | Anti-attack button and
Magnetic Detectors - Shock
Sensor

Offer | Cloudcam Camera
Pro

Features
Business Solution Set-up
1 Control Panel
1 Key reader + 6 Keys
1 Magnetic Detector for opening doors and windows - Shock Sensor
2 Photovolumetric Sensors
1 Siren
2 Deterrent Signs
1 Zero Vision alarm
1 S.O.S. Remote Control
36 Monthly Fees for the Securitas Direct Service
With the option of one of the following offers:
1 Anti-attack button and 2 Magnetic Detectors for opening doors and windows - Shock Sensor
1 Cloudcam Pro Camera

Control Panel
A portable device developed with the latest technological advances. It has an SOS button, 112
Emergency and silent listening option. It is permanently connected to the Alarm Receiving
Centre via 3G.
Key reader + 6 Keys
Enables the alarm to be activated and deactivated without the need to memorise codes.
Magnetic detector for opening doors and windows - Shock Sensor
High sensitivity sensor, detector for opening doors and windows. Thanks to the Shock Sensor
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technology, the alarm is activated in the event of an attempted intrusion.
Photovolumetric Sensors
Motion detectors with camera and flash, which send images to the Securitas Direct Alarm
Receiving Centre in the event of an intrusion.
Siren
The alarm goes off and the high-powered siren is activated. The siren is an independent device
from the alarm control panel, which makes it difficult for thieves to override it.
Deterrent Signs
Securitas Direct signs let burglars know that the house is protected and in case of intrusion their
image will be recorded and sent to the police.
ZeroVision Alarm
The Securitas Direct ZeroVision anti-intrusion alarm is a security device that allows us to act
against theft in the event of an intrusion in your company.
When we detect an intruder, we activate ZeroVision immediately to generate a situation of
zero visibility in the protected site, through a dense smoke that fills the protected area in a
few seconds, preventing the thief from seeing, protecting the site until the police arrive.
S.O.S Remote Control
The remote control alarm allows you to check the status of your alarm, see what has happened
in your absence or activate/deactivate the alarm. In case of an emergency, you can use the
remote alarm to send an S.O.S. request to the Securitas Direct Alarm Receiving Centre, which
will provide all the necessary assistance by sending emergency services.
Anti-attack button
By activating the red SOS button, the device sends an alert signal to a security specialist who
analyses the situation and, if necessary, contacts the appropriate law enforcement agencies or
emergency services. In order to do this, our specialist checks the alert by resorting to live
images or by using the silent listening through the control panel. The emergency alert
generated is completely silent: no warning is seen or heard. In order to defend the property
and protect the people, burglars will not notice that the alarm has been activated and the
security protocol cannot be interrupted.
Cloudcam Pro Camera
The CloudCam Pro video surveillance camera is a night vision and Full HD 1080p recording
device that only requires a Wi-Fi connection and mains power to capture every detail of what
happens on your property. Its wide viewing angle allows it to cover entire areas, so it is ideal
for monitoring shops, retail outlets and offices.
The Securitas Direct alarm for businesses with CloudCam Pro video surveillance allows you not
only to monitor your business at all times, but also to equip your property with a powerful
deterrent, as thieves avoid acting in places with cameras that can facilitate their arrest and
identification.
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Full HD 1080p Resolution
Event-driven recording, manual and remote playback
Speech/Listening function
Night vision
Detection of sound and people
Angle of vision 130°
4GB internal memory (optional) for image recording, which can be extended up to 32 GB
Digital Zoom
Option to store recordings in the Securitas Direct Cloud Included Services
24-hour connection to the Alarm Centre
Voice and Image Verification
PhotoDetector
112 Button
Entry and exit monitoring
Electricity cut-off warning
Security Guard service*
CCTV on the My Verisure App
S.O.S for emergencies
Maintenance included and software update
* Securitas Direct Security Guard Service
Securitas Direct Security Guard Service
Double and faster intervention by Guard + Police
It ensures that the security guard is dispatched and that the police forces are notified, should
the situation require it.
Fast response
It ensures the geolocation of the security guards and of the protected site, reducing response
time and increasing efficiency.
Police Cooperation and Monitoring during the intervention
The security guard informs you of what has happened without you having to physically go to
your home.
Detailed information in a timely manner and without hassle
The security guard keeps the ARC informed of what is happening in real time, so they can
inform you immediately.
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Note: This service is not available in the Bragança, Guarda and Vila Real districts.
Loyalty Period
The contract with Securitas Direct will have a minimum term of three years. After this term, it
will be automatically renewed for successive periods of 1 (one) year, unless terminated by
either party.
Note: After this 3-year loyalty period, the customer will pay directly to Securitas Direct the
following amount € 45.51 (VAT included).
Extra Equipment
Should it be necessary to place extra equipment on the installation site, its purchase will be
agreed directly with the Securitas Direct technician. As a BPI Customer, you benefit from a 50%
discount on the company's RRP.

Securitas Business Solution Brochure

Offer
When purchasing a 2nd alarm, whether a Home or a Business solution, BPI Customers benefit
from a 50% discount on the equipment. The customer needs to have acquired the first alarm
within the last 3 months through BPI at the normal RRP.
In situations where a Company wishes to contract a new Alarm and its Partner/Representative
has already subscribed to an alarm for private use (or vice versa), the discount of 50% on the
equipment is also applied, as long as the conditions are met. It will also be necessary to provide
the necessary proof (Important note: At the time of contracting, indicate the TIN associated
with the alarm already installed).
After the Alarm Installation, and provided that all requirements are met, Securitas will directly
reimburse the customer the value of the 50% discount on the total value of the equipment. For
the Home Solution, the amount to be reimbursed will be €199.5, for the Business Solution it
will be €229.5.
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Financing Conditions
Purchase this Security Solution through the BPI Personal Loan, at a fixed APR of 0%, with steady
monthly payments, under the following conditions:
RRP
2,097.36

Initial
Fee
0

Amount
Financed

No. and Monthly
Rate

Opening Costs *

2,097.36

36 x 58.26

66.28

Total Amount
Charged to the
Consumer
2,163.64

EAPR
2,1%

Amounts in EUR

* Breakdown of Opening Costs
Stamp Duty/ Usage

Credit Opening Fee

55.37

10.49

Stamp Duty
0.42
Amounts in EUR

There are other BPI Credit Solutions available in this campaign. Campaign limited to the
existing stock.
The Total Amount Charged to the Consumer and the EAPR shown assume that the consumer has
an open account with the Bank for more than 30 days and include an opening credit fee and the
respective taxes.
Before taking out your Loan, clear up any doubts, read the contract and the specific financing
conditions carefully and make sure that the instalments are adequate for your monthly budget.
Find out more information at your local Branch or Premier BPI Centre.

Warranty
The warranty period of the equipment and installation is two years. This warranty covers, on
the equipment, any manufacturing defect that may affect its correct operation. In relation to
installation and software, any implementation defects that prevent the system from
functioning correctly.
This warranty does not cover any damages and losses resulting from malicious action,
negligence or improper handling by the CUSTOMER, their employees or third parties. Nor
damages and losses caused by natural disasters, inclement weather, etc.

Delivery, Cancellation and Returns
The Security Solution will be installed at the location indicated by the Customer within 72 hours
after contact by Securitas Direct. This contact will be made after the respective credit to or
debit from the card account has been made available.
Note: exceptionally, and should the Customer require delivery and installation later than
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72 hours, this request may be granted, provided that it does not exceed a maximum period of 3
months.
You can withdraw from your purchase up to 14 days after the date of delivery of the product
ordered. In this case, the return of the product can be made free of charge. To do so, you must
return the product with the original invoice and packaging, all complete and in perfect
condition, to a BPI Branch or BPI Premier Centre. You can also return it directly to the Supplier
at the address shown here. In this situation, BPI guarantees the return of the amount by credit
to the current account or card account, depending on the means of payment used.

Clarifications and Complaints
Requests for clarification or the lodging of complaints must be addressed directly to the
Supplier, through the contacts shown here.
In the event of a dispute, the consumer may resort to one of the following entities for
Alternative Resolution of Consumer Disputes:
(i) Algarve: CIMAAL www.consumoalgarve.pt;
(ii) Braga / Viana do Castelo: CIAB www.ciab.pt;
(iii) Coimbra: CACCDC www.centrodearbitragemdecoimbra.com;
(iv) Lisboa: CACCL www.centroarbitragemlisboa.pt;
(v) Madeira: CACCM www.srrh.gov-madeira.pt;
(vi) Porto: CICAP www.cicap.pt;
(vii) Vale do Ave: CACCVA www.triave.pt;
(viii) Other: CNIACC www.arbitragemdeconsumo.org
For more information, please visit the Consumer Portal (http://www.consumidor.pt/). The
Holder also has an online dispute resolution system at his disposal, accessible through the
Online Dispute Resolution Platform (ODR Platform). For further information, please use the ODR
Platform and, if you wish to access it, you should use the registration form available at
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/odr/, indicating, for all due purposes, the Supplier's e-mail
address indicated below.
The Supplier may be affiliated with a specific Alternative Dispute Resolution Entity (ADR
Entity), and therefore it is advisable that, prior to submitting the dispute to any of the ADR
Entities identified above, you contact the Supplier to obtain information on whether or not they
are affiliated with a specific ADR Entity.

Supplier
Securitas Direct
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Securitas Direct line: 214 147 052
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